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Training Day
We are pleased to announce that the topics for this year’s Training Day have now been announced. This
will take place on Monday 30th October, with the courses available being:
Operational Characteristics and Implementation of Link 22 DRS Technologies
This training course presented at IDLS2017 will provide theoretical knowledge of Link-22, including its
employment and use within a distributed communications systems environment. It will give the
participant a fundamental understanding of the architecture of a Link-22 (NILE) unit, network topology,
concepts of DTDMA and late network entry and explore concepts for employment both at sea and
ashore.
Keeping Link 16 Complexity Simple Tactical Communications Group
The purpose of this presentation session is to separate the Link 16 complexity into three lanes: the
platform operator; the network manager; and the system integrator/engineer. By keeping it simple
and providing the information necessary to perform their duties efficiently, these three specialties can
work together and create effective Link 16 networks that meet the operational intent of the battlefield
commander.
MIDS Link 16 & Link 22 Network Design Workshop SyntheSys
SyntheSys Training Services would like to invite IDLS delegates to our workshop to understand more
about both MIDS Link 16 Network Design and the OPTASK Link 22 segment. Firstly, the training day will
focus on some of the calculations involved for MIDS Link 16 and Surveillance. It will then progress to an
introductory explanation of the sets and fields of the OPTASK Link 22 segment. Our objective is for each
attendee to recognise the need to clearly understand their decision-making process when creating the
OPTASK Link 22 segment.
The Beginners Guide to Tactical Data Links Atheniem
This course informs the delegates on the basics of TDLs, covers an introduction to Link 11, Link 16, Link
22, the Joint Range Extension Application Protocol, and explores Network Management, Network
Planning and Interoperability challenges. This training course will provide valuable insight for operators,
engineers or procurement support staff who require foundation level knowledge needed to support their
role in an emerging TDL related job. The course is also at a suitable level to provide management
executives with an overview of the key areas of TDL, which will assist in their overall decision making.
Link 16 - Digital Aircraft and Weapons Control 3SDL
The morning sessions will cover Digital Aircraft Control using Link 16 and what this means to:
platforms; training; networks and safety. The afternoon will cover Network Enabled Weapons which
have similar issues. Link 16 has the capability to control units through Link 16 messages, however
many countries do not use the capability. So, why is this - is it Interoperability or national aviation
authority restrictions or network related problems related to safety? Could it be training or simple
mistrust of the capability?
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IDLS2017 Event Planning Day Report
“A Few days in the Sun… Or So I Thought”
Planning for IDLS2017 has meant I have spent the last eight days in Abu Dhabi. I arrived towards the
end of IDEX and spent two days catching up with some of our corporate members at their stands, as
well as meeting representatives from several companies for whom the International Data Links Society
and the Symposium are new.
I also had meetings with the Office of Chief of Communication and IT, GHQ - who have kindly agreed to
be the Society's sponsors - about the content of the event, the target audience and the opportunities
for both the UAE and the Society.
The event planning meeting took place in the Armed Forces Officers Club on Sunday 26th February the start of the working week in Abu Dhabi. This saw representatives from 3SDL, Atheniem, Rockwell
Collins, Terma, Ultra and ViaSat joined by members of the Society’s General Committee and the UAE
Military representatives.
During the meeting we were told that the UAE believe this to be an ideal time for the Symposium to be
coming to the Middle East, as TDLs are a growing priority in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region.
The first half of the meeting looked at the Technical Programme and around two hours was spent
discussing the possible options for the 2017 Demonstration, with the UAE Military setting some
challenges for all those involved in this year’s Demonstration.
Along with the normal display of multi link and interoperability demonstrations across Link 16, Link 22,
and VMF using Gateways, there is also a desire to show how legacy equipment can interact with new
data links and other technologies, on a technical level.
The growing threat of cyber-attacks at the planning stage was discussed in terms of both the Technical
Programme and the Demonstration.
This was followed by a presentation from the Abu Dhabi Convention Bureau Department, which included
information on free buses from both Abu Dhabi and Dubai International Airports into Abu Dhabi, details
of which will be included in the travel section of the event website.
After an amazing lunch where we had the choice of food from all corners of the world, we did a tour of
the facility.
During the tour we agreed the exhibition floorplan (which you can see later in this newsletter) and
those who have secured their exhibition packages looked at their preferred stand locations.

Inside the Abu Mousa Hall at The Armed Forces Officers’ Club and Hotel
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The decision was taken to switch the Educational
Session and Demonstration area locations around.
The change will enable any C2/TDL vehicle and
equipment display (TBC) to be located next to the
Demonstration and will allow an element of the
Demonstration to be live if required.
There was also a discussion about whether the
event should include an evening function in the
desert. It was agreed that we would consider this
but that if it were to go ahead, delegates would be
asked to book and pay to attend this event.
It was noted that we have to go through a number
of approval processes for the show this year and
therefore most of the deadlines for the show
are being brought forward, so if you are
responsible for an exhibition stand, a Speaker or
Trainer at the Symposium, please be aware of the
deadlines to ensure you are able to take part in the
show.
I then spent a further day in meetings with the
Armed Forces Officers Club and other companies
involved in making sure that IDLS2017 is a success.
Thank you to all who took part in the Event
Planning Meeting. There were a number of
interesting discussions which will inform planning
for both IDLS2017 and future events.

Ground floor of the Abu Mousa Hall

So after thousands of steps around IDEX, a
torrential downpour on Sunday and some glorious
sunshine, it’s time to return to a damp United
Kingdom and get on with the planning for the show.
I will look forward to seeing you all in Abu Dhabi
later this year.
Emma Jane Taylor
IDLSoc Communications Secretary

Lesser & Greater Tunb Hall
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IDLS2017 Exhibition Floor Plan
Please see below for this year’s exhibition floorplan.
In terms of the allocation of stands, they will be issued on a first-come-first-served basis. Therefore for
all companies who are planning to attend this year, the sooner that your paperwork is submitted, the
higher the chance of you receiving your desired stand location.

Floorplan of the Abu Mousa Hall at The Armed Forces Officers’ Club and Hotel

IDLS2017 Call for Industry Presentations
With this year’s Symposium theme in mind, we are looking for high quality presentations on current
issues of interest on relevant aspects of research, practice and application.
These presentations, which should be no more than 30 minutes long (including questions and answers),
will be delivered during the plenary sessions.
1) If you wish to submit a presentation for consideration, please contact the Communications
Secretary, Emma Jane Taylor, as soon as possible.
2) An abstract of 300 to 1,000 words containing details of the subject you wish to address and the
point(s) you wish to make. It must be submitted by 13 March 2017. A short list of candidates will be
selected based on the content of the abstracts.
3) Potential presenters will then be asked to submit a draft presentation by 22 May 2017. This draft
should be close to final presentation quality and should contain complete structure and textual content.
If any of the graphics/videos that you plan to use in your final paper are not available indicate where
these will appear in your final paper. The Technical Committee will be using these papers to select the
conference presenters.
Everyone will be informed of the results of the selection process by 3 July 2017.
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IDLS2017 Government Presentations
If you wish to submit a presentation for consideration, please send a brief abstract to the
Communications Secretary, Emma Jane Taylor, outlining your proposed content by 13 March 2017.
This will be reviewed by the Technical Committee and a decision regarding the presentation’s inclusion
will be received by the 22 May 2017.

IDLS2017 Exhibitors Packages Now Available
The details of this year’s exhibitor packages have now been released and are accessible via the website
here.
Please note the package numbers shown in the exhibitor document do not take into account
any that have been sold. For example, one Gold has been sold so only one is now available.
We are pleased to confirm that the following packages have been sold:

Gold

Silver

Bronze / Bronze+

Following the Event Planning Day it has become apparent that there is extremely strong interest from a
number of potential exhibitors this year and consequently, we anticipate that all packages will sell out.
We would advise all prospective exhibitors not to delay in securing their package for this year, in order
to avoid disappointment at a later date.
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Society News
AS/NZ Chapter News
The popular Masterclasses will continue in 2017, and the AS/NZ Chapter along with the Australian
Defence Force TDL Authority (ADFTA) are pleased to share the draft schedule:
Topic

Dates

Location

Link 16 Enhancements

6 - 7 March

Canberra

Link 22 Data Terminal Set and Split-Site Operations

May (TBC)

Canberra

VMF / CNR

June (TBC)

Canberra

IDLSoc members can request a place at a Masterclass via the Chapter’s contact page: http://
www.anzidlsoc.com.au/Contact.php
The 2016 TDL Summit was held on 7 November 2016 and the speaker presentations are now available
for download from the Chapter’s website: http://www.anzidlsoc.com.au/TDL_Summit.php

U.S. Chapter News
The Department of Defence Chief Information Officer (DoD CIO) and the U.S. Chapter of the
International Data Links Society will host a U.S. Link 16 Working Group meeting on 28 - 30 March
2017 at:
ANSER, Inc.
The Conference Center at Skyline
5275 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church, VA 22041
There is no charge to participate in the U.S. Link 16 Working Group (WG) meeting and it meets
requirements for DoD activity participation. The main focus of the WG will be “Managing the Network in
the 2022 Timeframe.” For questions and additional information, please contact Willie Miller at:
Willie.L.Miller1.ctr@mail.mil; willie.miller@csra.com or Ray M unoz (US Chapter P resident) at:
ray.munoz@ultra-ats.com

20th Year of the NATO Tactical Data Link Symposium (NTDLS)
We are pleased to confirm that the Society will be
presenting a workshop at this year’s NTDLS.
We would also like to remind our members that the
window in which to book your attendance is rapidly
running out. You must register online by 10 March
2017.
The NTDLS homepage is accessible at: https://
nhqc3s.hq.nato.int. Select CaP1, then NTDLS,
before clicking on ‘Sign in’ at the top right of the
page.
To make your room reservation you will need to
contact the venue - Hotel Diamante Beach - directly, quoting the promotional code ’NTDLS 20’:
Web:
Email:
Phone:
Fax:

www.diamantebeach.com
reservas@ar-hotels.com
0034.96.587.5609
0034.96.583.6264
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Corporate News
Corporate Memberships
We are pleased to confirm that Terma A/S and Rockwell Collins have renewed their corporate
membership this month.

For more information about becoming a Corporate Member of IDLSoc please click here.

SAVE THE DATE: June 13 – 15, 2017 Tactical Communications Group (TCG) Will Host
its Annual Users Group & Training Seminar
Tactical Communications Group (TCG) is pleased to announce the dates for this year’s Annual Users
Group & Training Seminar. Advanced registration is required.
For more information about the event please contact our event coordinator Monika Collins at
monika.collins@g2tcg.com.

Northrop Grumman and Royal Air Force Demonstrate Enhanced Airborne
Communications Interoperability Between 5th and 4th Generation Fast-Jet Aircraft
Northrop Grumman Corporation (NYSE: NOC) and the Royal Air Force (RAF) have successfully
completed a communications interoperability trial involving both F-35B Lightning II and Typhoon FGR4
aircraft, via an Airborne Gateway developed by Northrop Grumman.
The two-week trial, named Babel Fish III, funded by the Ministry of Defence (MOD), was recently
conducted in airspace above the upper Mojave Desert, California, as part of the RAF’s Exercise High
Rider.
During the trial, the Northrop Grumman Airborne Gateway connected the fifth-generation F-35B, which
communicates using the stealthy Multifunction Advanced Data Link (MADL), and the fourth-generation
Typhoon, by translating MADL messages to Link 16 format. Link 16 is the U.S. and NATO military
tactical data link used by some military aircraft, ships and ground forces to communicate and exchange
tactical data. The F-35 and the Typhoon can communicate directly via Link 16 but previously could not
communicate or share certain fifth-generation information.
You can read the full press release on the Northrop Grumman website.
February 2017
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DRS Technologies to Provide U.S. Navy With New Tactical Data Links For up to Ten
Years
DRS Technologies Inc., a Leonardo Company, announced it has been awarded an indefinite delivery,
indefinite quantity contract worth up to $22 million by the U.S. Navy for updated communications
systems that allow ship commanders to securely share real-time tactical data information.
“This award continues a long relationship between the U.S. Navy and DRS Technologies in the design,
development, fielding, and sustainment of Link-11 and now Link-22 systems,” said Aaron Hankins, vice
president of DRS’ Advanced Intelligence, Reconnaissance and Surveillance business unit. “This solution
also provides the warfighter with the ability to conduct field maintenance activities and system
upgrades without returning the unit to a depot facility, saving the customer time and money” he said.
You can read the full press release on the DRS Technologies website.

Events Diary
Date / Time

Organisation & Location

Description

27 - 30 March
2017

NTDLS 2017
Calpe, Spain

NTDLS is an annual event open to Interoperability Platform
Nations at which TDL experts can operational, technical and
scientific experiences on TDLs.

28 - 30 March
2017

U.S. Link 16 Working Group
ANSER Inc, Falls Church, VA

The focus of the WG will be “Managing the Network in the
2022 Timeframe.” For questions and additional information,
please contact Willie Miller at: Willie.L.Miller1.ctr@mail.mil;
willie.miller@csra.com or Ray M unoz (US Chapter
President) at: ray.munoz@ultra-ats.com

12 - 15
September 2017

DSEI 2017
ExCeL Convention Centre,
London

DSEI 2017 expects over 35,000 visitors and will boast a
conference programme with headline speakers from the
Defence & Security industry. DSEI 2015 saw 2,874 VIPs
including 255 programmed delegations attend.

30 October 2017

IDLSoc Training Day 2017
Armed Forces Officers’ Club, Abu
Dhabi, UAE

Keep a space in your diary for this year’s Training Day! The
booking system will go live in the near future.

31 October - 2
November 2017

IDLS2017
Armed Forces Officers’ Club, Abu
Dhabi, UAE

This year’s IDLS will be taking place in the Middle East for the
first time, at the spectacular Armed Forces Officers’ Club in
Abu Dhabi.

13 November
2017

Australian TDL
Interoperability Summit
National Convention Centre
Canberra (NCCC)

To keep up to date regarding this event, please visit the
AS/NZ Chapter website here.

14 - 16
November 2017

MilCIS 2017
National Convention Centre
Canberra (NCCC)

MilCIS is the only Australian conference that focuses
strategically on the crucial technologies, products, systems
and services associated with military communications and
information systems.

For more information, visit the events page at www.idlsoc.com.
This e-mailed bulletin has come from the Secretariat of the International Data Links Society – IDLSoc. The contents are intended
solely for the use of the intended recipient. No one else may retain, use, copy, forward, distribute or place any reliance on all or
any of it in any form. IDLSoc is not responsible for the contents or accuracy of any links. If you received this e-mail in error, or
wish to unsubscribe, please contact Phil Robinson at the IDLSoc Secretariat via editor@idlsoc.com.
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